
USEFUL FORMULAS, TABLES, AND CURVES 
FOR RANDOM -NOISE 

This collection was originally prepared for use by General Radio people 
who work with random noise occasionally, but do not have all the formulas relia- 
bly memorized. It has proved so useful that we are making it available to others 
who may be interested. Suggestions for additions to this collection will be wsl- 
corned for possible inclusion in subsequent printings. - 

SPECTRUM DENSITY 
Spectrum density is the power per unit bandwidth 

and in general is a function of frequency. If spectrum 
density is constant between frequencies f and f 2 :  

Where: W, = spectrum density between frequencies 

11 and 12 
W ,  = total noise power in frequency band bt- 
tween /I and f2 ,  watts 

Af, = f2 - =bandwidth over which spectrum 
density is uniform, cps. 

Noise having uniform spectrum density over a 
specified frequency range is said to be "white" in that 
range. Noise whose spectral density varies inversely 
with frequency is said to be *pink". 'WhiteP noise has 
constant energy per unit bandwidth; *pinkm noise has con- 
stant energy per octave. 

THERMAL NOISE GENERAT ED IN A RESISTANCE 

@nr = volts, rms, and in, 

peres, rms. 
Where: en, = open-circuit thermal noise voltage 

in, = short-circuit thermal noise current 
k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10'23 

j o d e /  * K 
R =resistance, ohms 
T = absolute temperature of resistor, OK 

Of, = effective n o i s e  bandwidth, cps 

AfM, = effective noise bandwidth, M c  (used 

in formula below). 

Available thermal-noisepower spectrum density 
( W , )  from a resistance R into a matching load RL (RL= R ) ,  
at frequencies where effects of residual inductance and 
capacitance are negligible is independent of the magni- 
tude of the resistors: W, = kT watts/cps. Met  power- 
density transfer from R to RL, considering noise power 

~enerated by botb resistances, equals  AT, where AT is .- 
the difference in absolute temperatures of the resistors. 

At a standard temperature of 2 9 0 ~ ~  ( = I 7  "C = 62.6 OF): 

en, = 1.27 x 10-10 a volts i m s .  
For R = 50 ohms and Af = I Mc, en, = 0.90 microvolt. 
For R = 1 megohm and A/ = 50 cps, en, = 0.90 micro- 
volt. 
For other conditions: 

Near room temperature, a temperature increase of 
10°F produces an increase in noise voltage of about 1%. 

SHOT NOISE FROM TEMPERATURE-LIMITED NOISE 
DIODE I - 1  

DIODE 

Low-frequdncy 
equivalent W Lw* 

circuit. + +  -2 
I& 

ind = a m p e r e s ,  rms 
Wherc: ind shot-noise currene, ampens 

e =charge d eIeeaoa = 1.602 x 10'19 cou- 
lomb 
Ide = diode de current, amperes 
A fc = effective noise bandwidth, cps 

A h c =  effective noise bandwidth, Mc (used 
in formula below). 

Coadisions: 
1. Plate-cathode voltage must be high mwgh 

so hat current does nbt become limited by 
space charge. 

2. Frequency must be low enough to avoid trans- 
it-time effects and high enough to avoid 
flickcrboise effects. 

Spectrum density, due to shot noise only, in R equals 
2eld, R = 3.2 x 10 ' 1 9  Id,R watts/eps. 



Spectrum density, due to shot noise only, a d h b l c  
from shunted dicde to externsit load of resistance equal 
to internal shuntin8 redstance, R, equals 

NOISE FACTOR (Fl 
For a linear two-port device with a specified input 

termination: r AvaiIable noise power oucpur arising from all 
I sources 

- 1 Available noise power output due to thermal 
I aoise of source impedance alone* 
r Noise power arising from alf sources referred 

to input of two-port hevice 
Noise p w e r  at input of two-port device due to  
therml noise d source imphnee alone* 

If a coherent signal is involved: 
Slpal-toaoise power ratio of source* 

-Signal-tmoise p e r  ratio at dutput of two- 

For a perfectly noiseftss two-port device, F = 1. 

Spat Noise Factor, F (f): In the above definitions, 
noise powct is per unit b d w i d t h  at a specified freqncn- 
cy f, measured in a bandwidth sufficiently ma11 that the 
noise spectrum density is constant in that bandwidth. 

Avsraga Naire Faaw, k In the s h v c  defhitions, 
noisc power is the average value over a wide bandwidth. 
If spot noise factor is constant over o specified band- 
width, then it is equal to the average aoise factor in that 
bandwidth. 

Excess Noise Factor: The amwar by h i c h  the 
noise factor exceeds unity. For example, if F a 1.2, ex- 
cess noise factor = 0.2. 
NOISE FIGURE, NF 

The term 'noise figure" is often used interchangea- 
bly with the term *aote  factor*, but is aIso sometimes 
defined as noise factor cxpcessed in decibels. NP = 10 
logloF. For a gtrfectly noiseless two-port device, NP = 
O d b , I f F = 2 , N F = 3 d b .  

EQUIVALENT NOISE TEMPERATURE (T,) FOR A SIN- 
CLE*PC)RT (T WO-TERMINAL) DEVICE 

The temperature at which its resistance would pro- 
duce the obscrved total available noise: 

Where: W, = total amllable noise power per unit 
baudwidth produced by all sources within 
davice, watts/cps 
k - BoLzmm's constant - 1.38 x 10'23 

joule/ OK. 
EFFECTIVE HOlSE TEMPERATURE (T,) FOR A TWO- 
PORT (FOUR-TERMINAL) DEVICE 

The tempratwe at which the source resistance 
would geaerutt the same total ourput noisc power as is 

actually generated by aII noise sources wUbia the device. 
T, = 290 (F - 1) degrees Kelvin 
What: F =noise factor. 

NOISE RATIO {r,) 
For a single-port dcvice, the ratio of the effective 

noise temperature to the actual temperature: 

Where: T,= effective noise temperahlrc, OK 

Tg = actual temperature, OK. 

NOISE-FACTOR MEASUREMENT WITH NOISE DIODE 
Noise diode connected to input, and a detector con- 

nected to output, of two-port device. Diode d-c current 
first set to zero, and output noise power into detector 
noted; then diode d-c ctztredt hcteastd until output noise 
power is twice initial value. 

F = 20 l,jeR, 

Where: P = standard spot noise factor of two-port 
device, with input termbated in tesis- 
&ace R, at staudard temperature of 
290°K+ at any frequency within the cf- 
fective noise bapdwidth of device and 
detector combined, assuming device 
noise is white over rhat bandwidth. If 
not, than P is the standard average 
noise factor in tbe effective bahdwidtb 

ldc =noise diode d-c ~nrrcnt in a m p s  re- 
quired to double noise p w e r  

R ,  =effective source resistace in ohms 
of noise. diode circuit as connected to 
input of two-pore device. 

This method is accurate for noise factors grcatet 
thrn about 2 (noisc figures greater than about 3 db). Bt- 
low these values, the source-redstance th-I noise, 
which is always present, is larger than tbe two-pmtde- 
vice noise of interest, and the parrial masking reduces 
measurement accuracy. 

NOISE-FACTOR MEASUREMENT WTH CW SIGNAL GEN- 
ERATOR 

CW kig-1 genetutor c o ~ e c t c d  to input, sind rms 
detector connected to output, of --putt device. SI-1 
gcnerator output first sct to zero, md &&put moist powtt 
into dctecm nozed; then signal gtncmtot voltage in- 
measad until m s  power into dcwxor is twice initid 
value. 

k: F = standard average noise factor of two- 
pott device, with input terminated in 
R,, within the effective noisc baad- 
width of device and & t e a r  combined 

R, = effective soutcc resistance, in ohms, 
of cw signal generator 

AfM, cffecti~e noise bandwidth, in Mc, 
of two-port dwic t  aad detector corn- 
bincd 



E ,  = equivalent open-circuit rms output 
voItngc, in pv, of cw signal geaerator 
required to double output power into 
detector. 

This method is most useful for the measurement of 
very Iarge noise factors, where the limited output power 
of available noise sources wouM restrict their use. 

USE OF EQUIVALENT CONSTANT-VOLT AGE AND CON- 
ST ANT-CURRENT GENERATORS TO REPRESENT TWO- 
PORT-DEVICE NOISE AND T 0 MEASURE NOISE FACTOR 

Actual TYIO-WRT DEVICE 

device. INPUT 

MTERNAL WISE 

EWIVALENT 
NOISELESS Equivalent 

TWO-PORT DEVICE circuit. 

Coaditions: 
Device must be linear, and stable when input is 
either short-circuited or open-cireuited. 

en = equivalent input rms noise voltage, in volts, 
that would produce the same noise output as is produced 
by the device with input terminals short-circuited. Meas- 
ured by connecting a low-impedance* known voitagt 
source** to device input and setting its amplitude m pro- 
duce r known large ratio of increase (say 100:l) in device 
total output power. Use  of a narrow-band detector is as- 
sumed. 

in equivdent input rms noise current, in amperes, 
that would produce the same noise output as is praduced 
by the device with input terminals open-citeuitcd. Meas- 
ured by connecting a high-impedance* known current 
source** to device input and setting its amplitude to pro- 
duce a known Iarge ratio of inctease (say 100:1) in device 
total output power. Use of a narrow-band detector is as- 
sumed. 

* with respect to device input impedance. 
**either sine wave of known amplitude or broadband noise with known 

specrtum density. 

Univmrsol curve for 
excess noise fgetor us 

source resistance. 

Using the sine-wave method: Since the values ob- 
tained for e n  and i, are integrated values over the ef- 
fective noise bandwidth, AfC i n  cycIts, of the device and 
detector combined, this bandwidth must be known in order 
to calculate average power spectrum density and noisc 
factor. 

Using the noise-source method: The values obtained 

because they are measured in terms of 

known spectrum density of the noise generator, so that 
bandwidth need not be known for the calculation of noise 
factor. 

Optimum Source Resistance: At low frequencies 
wbert source impedance is essentially resistive: 

Optimum source resistance for minimum noise 

Excess noise factor for optimum source resistance: 

Wherc p = correlation coefficient between s, and in. 

Theoretieally, p can be eomplex, and 0 f 1 1. 

For P simple dmice, within which most of the 
noise arises from a single source: 

1; and (Fo - 1) 2 p v x p ' .  
4 x kc 

This method is particularly useful for measming 
low-noise devices, since the device noise is measured 
alone, without the masking presence of appreciable thtr- 
ma1 noisc from er source resistance. Also, this method 
provides simply the value of the optimwn source resis- 
tance for lowest noise factor and the noise factor for any 
other value of source resistance. 

(Refacncc -eraon nnd Fdks,  *ASimplifiCd Noise Theory and IW 
Applieatton to thc Desbn of L m N o i s t  Amplifiers,' 
Tennsactions on Audio, JulyAogut, 1961). 

: RESISTANCE 



EFFECTIVE NOlSE BANDWIDTH (A/) 

The effective noise bandwidth of a device is equaI 
to the bandwidth of an ideal rectangular-bandpass filter 
having a passband gain equal (usually) to the maximum 
device gain and which would transmit the same total 
power from a white-noise source as would the device. 

In general: . nW 
1 A/ =- J G(/) df, cycles 

Cm,, 0 
Where: G I/) = absolute magnitude of device power 

ain as a function of frequenc'y -Jy \ fi()d~ G, ,= k i m u m  valve of G (f). 

tlLA 
EFFECTIVE NOISE BANDWIDTH OF 

MAXIMALLY FLAT BAND-PASS FlLT ERS 

(Effective Noise 
Attenuation at 

Equivalent Number Limits of Effec- 
of Tuned Circuits Bandwidth) + tive Noise 

(3-db Bandwidth) ~ ~ ~ d ~ i d ~ h  

'Sin~lc tuned circuit. 
**Pair of transitionally coupled tuned circuits. 

(Ilefeitnce: Valley and Wallman, Vmcuum-Tube AmplXers, hlcGraw-Hill, 
1948, P 169) 

ADDING NOlSE LEVELS IN DECIBELS 
If the levels of two uncorrchted noises, A and 0 

(B higher than A), are measured separately and express- 
ed in decibels with respect to a common reference level, 
&e msukant level in decibels of their combination may 
be found from the followingliae chart: 

DIFFERENCE IN DECIBELS BETWEEN TWO LEVELS BEING ADDED (B-A) 

0 1 2  3 4  5 6 7  B D I O 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4  

3 2 
0.4 A0 

INCREMENT IN DECIBELS TO BE ADDED TO HIGHER LEVEL (8) 
TO OBTAIN RESULTANT LEVEL OF COMBINATION (A + B) 

Exampk:  Noise signal A = 85 db.Noise signal B = 92 db. 
Difference = B - A = 92 db - 85 db 7 db. 

From Iine chart: Increment corresponding to a 
7-db difference is 0.8 db. Therefore, resultant 
Itvtl  of A + B = 92 db + 0.8 db = 92.8 db. 

SUBTRACTING NOlSE LEVELS IN DECIBELS 
If one noise Ievel (A) is to he measured in the pres- 

ence of an unccrmlated background noise level (B) which 
cannot be avoided, it is necessary ta measure their com- 

bination (A + 3) and to measure separately and subtract 
the background (B). If a11 levels we expressed i n  deci- 
bels with respect to a common reference, the difference 
may be found from the following Iine chm: 

DIFFERENCE IN DECIBELS BETWEEN COMBINATION OF NOISE ARC 
BACKGROUND (A + B) AND BACKGROUND ALONE (8) 

DECIBELS TO BE SOBT RACTEO FROM WMBINAT#IN (A + Bl TO 
3BTAIN VALUE OF A ALONE 

Example: Combination of noise and background ( A  and 
3) = 60 db. 
Background alone (B) = 56 db. 

Difference = ( A  and B) - {B) = 60 db - 56 
db = 4 db. 

From line chart: Amount to be subtracted 
corresponding to a 4-db difference is 2.2 db. 
Therefore, level A alone is (60 db - 2.2 db) = 
57.8 db. 

(Rcfucace: Peterson and Gross, Handhok of Noise Measwement, Gen- 
eral Radio Company) 

RMSTO-AVER AGE* RATIOS 

For Gaussian noise: 
RMS value . =E = 1.25, or 1.96 db. 
average' value 

-- - - . . .  - 

For sine wave: 

RMS value -L 
average* value - 2 JT = 1.11, or 0,91 db. 

RESPONSE OF VOLTMETERS TO NOlSE I *&.+ asw 

Avmraget Meter: Random noise with sa& rms value 
as a sine wave has an average* value 1.05 db less than 
the average* value of the sinc wave. (1.96 db - 0.91 db = 
1.05 db) An average*-responding meter (calibrated to read 
r m s  value of a sinc wave) will therefore read 1.05 db too 
Iow compared to the rms value of a random-noise hput. 

Average* meter wiih both sinc wave and noise u p  
p l i d :  An avarrrge~rcsponding meter with equal rms levels 
of a random-ooise signal and a sine-wave siguaI applied 
reads 2.18 db higher than it t u I d  fot the random noise 
alone, or 1.13 db higher thau it would for the sine wave 
aIonc (2.18.db - I. 13 db a 1.05 db), 

Peak Metw: The response of a *peak-responding" 
diode voltmeter to noise depends upon the charge-to-dis- 
charge xesistaaee ratio of the diode rectifying circuit. 
This in tum depends on the diode E-I characteristic, 
which is a function of voltage Ievel, and on the R and C 
circuit constants. External resistance in series with the 
source is sometimes used to average out the noise fluetu- 
rations better, at the expense of reducing the upper fre- 
quency limit of the meter. For a given mqdd voItmcter, a 
c w c  can be drawn as a function of meter indication, and 
for a gheu txte~llal series resistance, giving the ratio of 



voltage to indicated voItage, By the use of 
such a curve, which can be obtained at low frequencies 
by comparison with an rms or average meter, the peak 

1 meter can be useful for noise measurements over a very 
wide frequency range and, when used without an external 
series resistance, can yield information about instantane- 
ous peak voItages that cannot be obtained with other 
types of meters. 

(Reference: Peterson, 'Response of Peak Voltmeters to Rnndom Noise," 
G e d  Radio Experimenter, December, 1956) 

AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION OF GAUSSIAN NOISE 
t. 

The amplitude density, p (v), when multiplied by a 

voltage increment dv, gives k e  probability that at any 
given instant the noise voltage lies between v and v + 
dv, The amplitude distribution P(v) is the probability 
that at m y  given instant the noise voltage lies below the 
vpbe v. For Gaussian noise, having no dc component, 

. .. T 

where Q is the ma-mean-square amplitude of 
voltage. Values of these functions: 

v p(v) p (v) 
-5 fl 0 . ~ , 0 0 1 , # 7 / ~  O.m,000,287 
4 o 0.000,133,8/0 0.000,031,67 
- 3  O . O W 4 2 / u  0.001,350 
-20- 0.053,99/~ 0.022,75 
-1 u 0.241,97/0 0.158,45 
0 0.398,34/0" 0.500,00 
117 0.241,97/u 0.841,34 
2cr 0.053,99/~ 0.977,25 
3 O.W,432/~ 0.998,650 
4 0 O.Oo,U3,8/u 0.999,468,33_ 
50 O . ~ , ~ ~ , ~ / ~  0.999,%9,713 

the - noise 

FLUCTUATION OF R ECTl PIED NOISE us BANDWIDTH - AND AVERAGING TIME P 
I The averaging time required in a smoothing filter 

to reduce the fluctuations of a rectified noise signal to a 
desired level for a given input bandwidth is, for a full- 
wave linear detector, 

whae RC = the averaging time constant of the smoothing 
filter in seconds, 

Af, = the bandwidth of 4 e  noise, in cycles, and 
0 = the standard deviation of the amplitude fluc- 

tuation s at the output, earpssed in percent 
of the dc output. 

For a square-law detector, 

(Reference: van der Ziel, A., Noise, Prentice-Hall, lac,, Mew 

York, 1954.) 

EXPECTED NUMBER OF ZERO-AXIS CROSSINGS 
For "whitem, random noise with upper and lower fre- 

quency l imits  of j2 and fI, respectiveiy, rhe expected 
number of a m  crossings per second of either positive- 
going or negative-going sense &- 

If f I = 0 (low-pass filter), N = 0.577 i2. 
Il + lz For narrow-band noise (II 2 lz], N 2 - . 

2 
The number of zero crossings pet second in Both 

senses is double the values of N given above. 

EXPECTED HUM6 ER OF MAXIMA 
For *white: random noise with uppor and Iower fre- 

quency limits of /, atid f,, respectively, the expected 
number of maxima per second is: 

M = 
\ 

If f I  = 0 (low-pass filter), M 0.775 j2. 
* f 1 +  /2 For narrow-band noise (II 2 /2), M t -. 

2 
The number of maxima per second of rhe absolute 

value is double the values of M given above. 
(Reference: Rice. S. 0.. "Mathematical Analysis of Random Noiat,' 

Bell System Tcchnieml Journal, J dy, 1944) 

"REGULARIZING" ACTION OF SGALWG ON PULSES _ 
ARRIVING AT RANDOM INTERVALS L 

The emcmc variations which occur in pulse-to- 
pulse spacing when pulses atrive at random iateivals are 
greatly reduced by a scaling, or pulsedivisioa, p e a s .  
This fact reIaxes the speed requirement on a following 
circuit, for a spcificd allowable counting loss by that 
circuit, by a factor considerably greater tbm the 8caIing 
ratio . 

For puIses arriving at random intervals (Poisson 
distribution of time intervals between pulses), see table on 
next page: 

(Refwcnccs: Snwmtu md V q  'AppIicmths .of Probability Tbmry to 
Nucleu Putkle Detection,* NmleaiC8, O c t o k ,  w47. 
pp MI-69. 
Pryor nnd Kleis *StatiaicdDesignBasis fa Fast %sling 
Systems," Nwleu Insumcnts and Mahods. Jan-, 
8 5 9 ,  PP 1- 4) 
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G E N E R A L  R A D I O  C O M  P A - N  Y 
WEST CONCORD, MASSACHUSE'ITS, USA 

Standard 
Deviation + 

Average 
Interval 

1 
0.707 
0.316 
0.100 

Sealing Ratio 
(Number of 

input pulses 
to produce 
one output 

pulse) 

1 
2 

10 
1 00 

Dead Time of Following Scaler .i 
Mean Input Interval 

Most Probable 
lntewol + 
Average 
Interval 

0 

0.50 
0.90 
0.99 

For 
10.0% 

Counting 
Loss 

0.11 
0.34 
4.0 
71.0 

For 
0.1% 

Counting 
Loss 

0.001 
0.032 
2.2 

63.0 

For 
1.0% 

Counting 
Loss 

0.010 
0.10 
3.0 

67.0 

Probability 
Density at 

Most 
Probable 
Interval 

1 

0.736 
1.32 
4.01 

Probability 
Density at 
Average 
Interval 

0.368 
0.541 
1.26 
3.99 


